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Leah and Toby have lived across the street from one another for years without 
meeting ...and Leah has been itching to peek behind the front door of Toby's eccentric 
house, always packed to the rafters with weird and wonderful tenants. When fate finally lets 
her in, Leah finds that Toby needs her as much as she is surprised to realize she might 
need him. Sometimes life needs a helping hand and with a sprinkle of romance and their 
own special magic, Toby and Leah's dreams show the glimmer of a chance of coming true. 
"31 Dream Street" is a wonderfully warm and insightful novel that will capture the 
imagination and soothe the soul.
Lisa Jewell lives in north London with her husband and two children. She worked as a 
secretary before redundancy, a bet and a book deal took her away from all that. She is 
the author of five previous huge bestsellers: Ralph's Party, Thirtynothing, One-Hit Wonder, 
Friend of the Family and, recently, Vince & Joy.Winner of the Melissa Nathan Award for 
Best Comedy Romance * - * A life-affirming tale studded with Jewell's trademark warmth 
and humour * Red * The kind of modern romance that rainy weekends were made for . . . 
another jewel from Lisa * Heat * Another gem from the modern-classic queen * Company 
* A great one to read while you're curled up in your duvet * Cosmopolitan * A big warm-
hearted book * Marie Claire * Could this be her best yet? We think so * Eve * Praise for 
Lisa Jewell * - * Addictively readable * The Times * Terrific * Sunday Times * A joy . . . a fun 
summer read * Guardian * The best romantic comedy we've read in ages * Company * 
Tackles serious issues with humour - proving that chick-lit can be intelligent, interesting and 
huge fun * Sunday Express * A triumph * Hello * Top marks. Fantastic * Heat * Lovely * 
Daily Telegraph * Moving and intelligent * Independent * Magnetic, unpretentious and 
bursting with one-liners * Cosmopolitan * Jewell's readability and emotional intelligence 
make her the cream of pop fiction * Glamour * Fans of chick-lit will understand when I say 
that this is a book you simply disappear into * Sunday Telegraph *
Other Books
The Times Index, Indexes the Times, Sunday times and magazine, Times literary 
supplement, Times educational supplement, Times educational supplement Scotland, and 
the Times higher education supplement.
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